The FAIR TRADE AMBASSADOR PROGRAM recognizes individuals for
demonstrating a strong commitment to fair trade through their
passion, dedication and advocacy. Ambassadors will be given the
resources and support to develop leadership skills, gain experience
and build connections with national networks.
With their knowledge and experience surrounding fair trade,
ambassadors can support Towns, Schools, Campuses, Faith Groups,
Workplaces, and others on their journeys to become leaders that
contribute to a more sustainable and just world.

lead
help people
be recognized
Individuals are the building blocks
of any social movement and the
instigators of system-wide change.
AMBASSADORS INSPIRE PEOPLE by
contributing their time and skills to
empower others within
communities to act and become
Fair Trade Ambassadors
themselves.
Through your participation, the Fair
Trade Ambassador Program
supports the livelihoods of global
farmers and workers, and is
designed to recognize the fair trade
leaders of today so that we can
create the fair trade leaders of
tomorrow.

Requirements
1 - COMPLETE TRAINING SESSION

You are required to attend a Fair Trade Ambassador
training session, through the means of a webinar or
an in person meeting.

2 - engagemenT AND OUTREACH

As a Fair Trade Ambassador, you will have
numerous opportunities to participate in national
fair trade campaigns.

3 - ONGOING COMMITMENT

The Program requires an ongoing commitment of a
minimum of one year.
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what is fair trade
When a FAIR TRADE AMBASSADOR is trained, they
support fairer conditions and better prices for people
in the Global South who grow and make our products:
whether it’s the coffee we drink, the cocoa in our
chocolate, or the cotton in our t-shirts.
It’s a market-based system that uses consumer
support to influence international trade practices, and
is a powerful tool for change. When you buy fair trade
products, farmers and workers have much more
power to create a better life for themselves and their
communities, and enjoy sustainable livelihoods.
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learn more
The Fair Trade Ambassador is a Program of Fairtrade
Canada, managed in partnership with the Canadian Fair
Trade Network (CFTN) and the Association
québécoise du commerce équitable (AQCÉ).
For more information:
fairtrade.ca | action@fairtrade.ca
cftn.ca | info@cftn.ca
assoquebecequitable.org | info@assoquebecequitable.org

discover our other programs!

these
products
change
lives

